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FOREWORD
The UMO/Old Town Youth Advocacy project has been involved in working with the inservice training of teachet s.
One ot the major goals of this program is to deliver field-based couries
developed to respond to the needs Jf ihe teachers in theii particular school
sett(ngs.

A neall,that was expressed during the early planning stages of this project
was for training to assist the teachers to work effectively with youth who were
having difficulty adjusting to the classroom situation. Another concern was to
develop the teacher's competencies in working in theLaffective domain with all
their students.

The Teacher Cbrps recognized that social learning in the schools through
the use of psychodrama could provide a viable alternative for some teachers who
were seeking new and more satisfactory ways of interacting with their students.
This rnonograp:1 reports a cooperative endeavor to introduce psychodrama
into th -lementary school. For those of us in the local school and those of us
Teacher Corps, the opportunity to work and learn with Dr. Doris Twitchell
Alle4 has been personally and professionally a very enriching and iewarding
experience.

,

Irene Mehnert, Ed.D.
Director, Olei Town Teacher Corps

r.
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"The material reported herein was prepared pursuant to Grant No. 489AH70024
with Teacher Corps; U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. Contractors (or grantees) undertaking such projeCts under Government sponsorship.are encouraged to express freely their professioni judgment
in the conduct of the project. Points of View or opinions stated do not, there.
fore, represent official Office of Education position or policy."

Copies may be obtained by writing to University of Maine Teacher Corps Pro.
ject, Shibles Hall, College of Education, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
04473.
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Introduction: societal needs for and potentialities of the project

i

What action can be taken iri a -soZielY In which vandalism; crime,:drug
abuse. andjuaterfTatial and intercultural hostilities are a problem among boys and
girls? One approach is to work with the very young ages before adolescence.
For results, the need is to work with children during.the formative years and in
the schools where all children may be reached.

!,

One -tool already tried and found to be effective is psychodrama. In
this technique individuals and groups act out in dramas difficult situations
that they are experiencing. By such means, they get more of an overview of the
factors involved. Through role-reversal with the person whO seems to be at the
core of the problem, the ildividual glimpses the point of view of that person and
can look at the total situotion from a different perspective. In simple terms,
psychodrama gives opportunity to try out alternative solbtions to problem situ.
ations and to decide which one seems more fair to all cqncerned. Obviously,
.

in acting out situations, the individual gets better acquainted with the self,
along with getting an understanding of the behavior of others.
In psychodrama, the feelings of self and others are revealed. Each person
discovers that others have similar hurts and frustrations, joys and sori-ows. The
typical result is a unifying of the group. Gradually common goals emerge and the
whole group is working toward the same gerieral ends. At the same time, each
person has become known as a unique individual who is struggling with the self's
unique problems. The group becomes a microcosm of a caring society. Aware .
ness of .the feelingc, and concern for the welfare of others become dominant

determinants of behavior. "To do my own thing" no longer is the alpha and
omega of self behavior. Self.fulfillment is sought within a perceived framework
of the needs and rights of others.
Even a three-year-old can begin to grasp the concept of cooperative liv.
ing. Susan came hiwne from nursery scnool and said, "Georgie won't be friends.
He chokes me." Susan listened to her Grandmother speak the feelings of Georgie, "I don't know what to do. like Susan but when I grab her she cries and runs
I

away.

I want to play with someone." Susan took the part of Georgie, and

Grandmother, taking the part of Susan, said, "Georofe, will you be friends and
play on the see-saw with me." Susan, as Georgie, smiled. The next day. when
Susan returned from school she was beaming, "Grandmother, Georgie says
he wants ta be friends!"
From simple beginnings in kindergarten through six or eight grades, girls
and boys can gain a wide variety cf insights into the feelings of self and others,
including the feelings of the teacher. Generations of children, growing up with
such !earnings, can make a difference in the values, and resulting behavior, of
the adult society of which they wiThe the constituent members.
By using psychodrama in the schools, the outcomes of alternative ways
of behaving are tried out Within the prntection of the walls of the classroom
Values are personally arrived at. They are solidly based on insights from action

within the clasi grotlp: This is what is meant by "social learning in the schools
thrQugh psychodrama."

Origin of the Project

.

Often society moves forward because diverse forces in the community
become coordinated. So it was in this project. Dr. Irene Mehnert, Director of
,the 'Teacher Corps in Old Town, Maine, was working with the School Administration on several projects of curriculum' enrichment. At the same time, I was
teaching psychodrama in the Psychology Department at the University df Maine
and facing the students with the challenge of .getting psychodrama into the
elementary schools as a means of promoting social learning. One student, Mary
Johnston, asked whether she might make an appointment for me with her major
professor, Dr. William Mehnert. When he heard of my vision of "Psychodrama
in the Schools," he Said, "You should be talking with my wife. She is doing this
kind of thing. Shall I call and see if she is in her Office?" Fifteen minutes later,
Dr. Irene Mehnert and her associate, Tom Hamil, and I were sharina mutual
interests for the development of school children, teachers, the community and
the human race. We ended by planning an organizational meeting the following
week for "Psychodrama in the Schools."

:-11.

Ad mini str ativ e GroundWork

I could tell the whole schooll", or "Yeah, you're rinht,
she picks on us!'hese
d are two possible feelings with which children may leve
their schools to return home. Whit is the difference in their behavior outside

"I feel so

of their school? These two remarks actually happened and although the study
here reported did not follow these children and observe their behavior after
school, we know from personal experience in our own lives, from informal observations, and from special studies that words of greeting and responseJO requests differ markedly from the one child who came away from school with a
feeling of self respect and a confidence of close communication with the teacher
to the other child who felt unfairly treated and rejected. Such differences in
emotional states can originate at home and influence the behavior of the child in
school or, as in the above cases, can originate in school and Affect behavior at
home.

We know that cooperative and alc:uistic behavior can emerge in the one
case and that anti-social acts, vandalism, and crime can follow in the wake of
feelings of rejection and unfair treatment. The evidence is so convincing that

when tht.-Teacher Corps learned of an opportunity to try out a program of
social learning in tne Old Town schools in !moperation with the University of
Maine at Orono, they took steps to introduce such program. When the results
'of this program of social learning jn the schools was reported at the national
meeting of the American Society of Group Psychotherapy and Psychodrama in

6
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New York jn--"April of 1978, an enthusiastic audience demanded: "But, how
did ystu-'grange to work in the schools?" The answer is that careful groundwork- was laid before any action was trAen in the classroom.

The .organizationa:.meeting with the Old Town Teacher Corps was held
at their office at the St. Joseph School, South Brunswick Street, Old Town,
Maine, on September 14, 1977. Those attending were irene Mehnert and Bernie

Raiche from the Teacher-Corps, Betty Vrooman, and truce Hautala from the
schools and Doris Allen, Mary Johnston,and',Nancy Kays from the University
of Maine at Orono. The goal of the meeting was stated as: "Facilitation of the
use of psychodrama in the.schdols." The body of the minutes follows.
REPORT ON MEE1:INC WITH DR. DORIS TWITCHELL ALLEN 9/14/77

Dr. Allen and some of the students in her psychodrama class will be offering
inservice training to interested teachers; The program will center on applying
psychodrama to classroom situations. Specifically, Dr. Allen plans to offer two
one and a half hour workshops, and to use them as a springboard to launch further activities (e.g., a full year project invoiving workshops, classroom visits by
interns, etc.). The end product will include a booklet on implementing psychodrama in the c'issroom. The implementation of the workshops will proceed as
follows:
9/19-23 Betty ' Vrooman will prepare a short write-up describing psychodrama
and inviting teachers to a short informational meeting. Brup Hautala will present
the workshop idea to the school administrators and elicit their support. He will
set up a time for Betty to speak to each of the schools.

9/26-30 informational meetings will be held at each school by Betty. Bruce.will
e P.tribute the written description prior to the meeting and will publiciie the time.
10/5.

3-4:30 p.m. First Workshop. (Demonstration I

10/12

3-4:30 p.m. Second Workshop. (Demonstration I

I

I

/19 3:00 p.m. Meeting at the Teacher Corps office to evaluate the program to
date and plan further development.

Bruce Hautala,- Elementary School Counselor, took Mr. Edward Haggerty,

Supervisor of the Elementary Schools, to the Teacher Corps to talk with the
Director, irene Mehnert. Mr. Haggerty asked many questions regarding the proposed program and the expected outcomes. The decision was to proceed as out.
lined at the meeting of the Teacher Corps on September 14.
Betty Vrooman, Counselor at the Old Town High Schnol, was the bridge

between the psychodrama class at the University and the Old Town Public
Schools. Betty had been a student in al the offerings in psychodrama at the
University, had become Assistant in the teaching of psychodrama, and then
I nstructor of one section of the class-. Thus, she could immediately comprehend
the significance of,the vision of "Psychodrama in the Schools."`Also, she could

tune in to those students who were engaged in an Independent Study in psy.,
chodrama and'who were eager for concrete work in school classrooms. At the
safne time,_as a member of the Old Town Pulatic School staff, she could comprehend administrative factors which needed to be taken into consideration.
of
Betty carried out her assignment received at the organizational meeting
the project. She wrote. a short message to the Elementary School teachers and

Bruce, who habitually sends out anhouncements to the teachers of the siX
Flementary Schools of the Old Town District, sent it out to the schools. Betty
was faced with the task of telling enough in the announcement to interest the
teachers to attend the first demonstration of psychodrama, without presenting
a body of ideas so complex that they would choose not to become involved. In
the four .'or five line notice, in essence, she acknowledged,"Flow busy we all are!
We wish to help our students to like school and to enjoy their work more but
with our limited time, what can we do? I should like to present psychodrama to
you as a tool to help you in the classroom with your children," Bruce sent this
out, 'giving the time and place for a half-hour meeting at the close of the school
day, at each of three centrally located school buildings,
Betty's'meetings'were short and informal. She spoke of Doris Allen as the
specialist who would give the two demonstrations, and she answered questions.
two Prin.
The demonstrations were attended by about fifteen teachers,
the
pipals, and the Supervisor of the Elementary Schools. Also present were
mats on
three University assistants, Bruce Hautala, and Doris Allen. We sat on
the floor of the gym of the Herbert Spencer Elementary School in Stillwater.
only as a
Bruce had supplied coffee and cookies befurehand which served not
Town
personnel
to
physical pick;up but as social time for University and Old
shy and
become acquainted. During the first demonstration some teachers were
the
group
who
were
ready
sat quietly "to be shown." But there were enough in
to participate to permit the production of two dramas. Both dramas pie-

relaxed and consented common school situations. The general atmosphere was
genial. At the 'end of the second week's demonstration Bruce, as Chairman,
possibility of a series
asked the teachers what they would like to do about the
of workshops to be held directly after school at 3:00 n.m. for one and a half
hours. They voted to hold three such workshops before Christmas.

Program

Phase I had a two-fold purpose:
1.

To introduce teachers to the theory and process of psychodrama

(Teachers had voted for a series of three wprkshops.)
classrooms where the use of psycho2. To identify situations in the
drama would be' appropriate (Teachers invited University assistants
to observe their classes.)

'

ft

Phase II also had a two-fold purpose:

1. - To acquaint teachers With the application of psychodrama to classroom situations (Teachers voted for a second series of three workshops.)

2. To demonstrate the use of psychodrama in the classroom (Teachers

invited University assistants to conduct psychodrania sessions in
their.classrooms.)

.

Phase Ill's purpose was to contivue piychodrarna in the classrooms but
without the back-up 01 psychodrama workshops (Teachers invited the University assistants to continue their gieekly psychodrama sessions 'in the
classrooms until May.)
Phase 1V's purpose was 4o prepare a report on this pre-pilot project which
could serve as a Luide to others who wished to embark on the introduction
of a systematic pi lgram of social learning in the elementary school
through the use of psychodrama.
Results

For the Teachers

.

About twenty teachers, two Principals, and the Elementary School Super.
visor attended the two demonstrations combined. Attendance at the workshops
Was low (four to seven) and irregular because of conflicting, meetings for the
teachers, and at first there was hesitancy to suggest a drama or even to participate in one. Yet this school group voted to hold three workshops before Christmas and to carry On a series after Christmas. And at the,end they wanted an
extra session to finish off the course.
The teacher workshops consisted of the classical psychodrama of three
parts: the warm-up, ihe drama, and the discussion. The warm-ups emphasired
physical movement as a means of loosening up the personality. Such loosening
has been found to be requisite for change of habits and attitudes and expectations. Removing the shoes can bring the person into greater awareness of the

enviroment as the soles of the feet and the toes come into contact with the
floor. Forming' a circle, taking hold of hands, and moving together in a variety
of patterns can bring the group into being as an entity. Requests ihat each
person make a pattern to be foliowed by the others demands immediate, spontaneous response - a key concept in psychodrama.. Such experience of spontan
eity by the teachers was offered as an aid to sloughing off a rigidity of relation
ship to peers and students at their _schools. One goal was to have the teachers
ready to respond on the spur of the moment in the classroom as needed. Spontaneity is a precursor to creativity. The exercises prepare the teachers to be
creative; for example, in arrariginu three chairs, with the request that each person

9

make a.patterti not previously made by anyone in the gro/p. Esychotirama is a
waking up process. The teachers did respond.

.

In the drama part of the sessions, the teachers brought up situations from
their classrooms to be reenacted. Alternative methods of teacher response
toward the child's behavior were tried out. As always in psychodrama there was
laughter as well as fear and discouragement. What was most impressive was the
change of facial expression when insight came into what had been a worrisome
.
problem,
Repetitive sessioni of such practice yielded a flexibility and openness not
expressed by the teachers at the beginning. The workshop group became more
and more cohesive, and the presence of the Elementary School Supervisor at
several sessions contributed to an awareness of close communication between
'teachers and administrator.
There was genuine excitement in the workshop group when one of the
^teachers demonstrated an exercise she. had created at a moment of need to
change the mood of her class, 1-1#r report waso3n example of the way psycho .
drama can be used in the classroom by the teacher, spontaneously and creative.
ly. The psychodrama might consist only of a simple exercise and last only three
to telf minutes. But it can bring teacher and children together in a common
_
purpose. Thereby, it can free the class for productive work on their academic
tasks. Such work by .the classroom teacher can be a supplement to continuous
weekiy visits by a person of more experience in psychodrama than most teachers
will have for some time to come. As one teacher put it afterhearing the experi .
enees ot others in the workshop, "We foundlasychodrama a tool that can help
in the classroom in many ways."
.

Results

For the University Assistants

Growth of tha assistants was gratifying. The circumstances of the pro.
ject demanded their fast development and they resPonded. Essentially, they had
had no previous experience working with a school system. In this project they
particrpated in administrative meetings with the Teacher Corps. Opportunity
was given them to observe the care with which groundwork was.laid for intr'o .
ducing the project. They saw how new psychodrama was for the teacher:prin .
cipal group gathered for the two opening demonstrations. They_partielpated in
the workshops for those teachers who elected to attend. . The assistants, them .
selves had been through the experience, in theirfirit psychodrama class, of
entering the "world of action" represented by psychodrama. But they became
aware of the difference in being a student free to respond in a University class
and being a teacnejlorking under rules and regulations of administrators and a
local School Board and under the expectations of parents. They found that
meetings with the teachers moved at a much slower pace. The teacher work
shops.lf,sted only an hour and a half once a week, This totaled ten and a half
hours, compared to the University Summer Session psychodrama class which .

io

1
er,

meets daily for three hours for three weeks, a total of forty-five hours. But it
.is intrinsic to psyChodrama to "see" with ,the eyes of the other person. The
U

sity assistants became acquainted with thp circumstances under which the

tee. s carry on, and developed &Warm understanding ot, their situations. As
IL. Moreno, M.D., father psychodrama, wrote: t"A meeting of two: eye to eye, face to face.
And when you are r4tar I will tear your eyes out
And place them instead of mine,
And you will tear rnYt eyes out
And place them instead of-Vours.

Then I wiltloo'k at you with your eyes
And you will look at me with mine."

J

the assistants observed in the classrooms before Christmas and tried oUt in
the. teachet workshops possible dramas bated on what they had
seen. They
-"participated in drama the teachers brought up as classroom problems. At every
step of the relationship, thp assistants became known as :'friends" of the teach-

ers, desirari of coniributing to the teacher's efforts to .maintain a productive
claisroom situation..
After'Christmas, at the teachers' requests, the assistants actually took over
the class for a per,iod of twentyfive to forty minutes, once or twice a week, and
produced psychodrarea warm-up exercises and dramas based on the children's'
own suggestions. This was a big jump ahead in the University assistants' per- '
formances.. Beforehand they were anxious, even though we had practiced
examples in our seminars. ThRy wanted me to go to their schools 'and demon,strate psychodrama for them. Later, as we discussed the matter, they saw the
advantage of their working things out for thpmselves each in his or her own way.
They stretched to the vint of accepting the challenge of being willing to make
mistakes without gui ,-end-even not to see their performaii-ce as "mistakes!! but
as "learning." We fTscüsed how much easier it is to perceive alternative ways of
directing a psychodrama after a session than during a session when under the'
pressure of thernoment.
Producing dramas in the classroom brought 'the assistants into a new
relationship with the teachers of their classrooms. Not bnly the children but the
- teachers were unacquainted with psychodramas in the school room. The teachers
at first we're inclined to feel reSponsible for "maintaining order" fO, the assist
antS: the teachers would touch, even reprimand, a 'child during a dram)a. This was
a distraction for both the assistant and the children. But gradually the assistants

were able to bring the teacher into, psychodramatic roles in the dramas. The
assistants began to 'perceive improved relations between teacher and children
and among children. The whole class became a unit on the psychodrama days.
.
Naturally, there were days when .the assistants, were not pleased with the
psychodrama period. Sharing this feeling with the teacher after the class was part
of the development of understanding between the assistants and their respective
classroom teachers.
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The climax of the project was the report on it in New York as one part of
'a two and onehalf hour Symposium of Psychodrama in the Schools at the 36th
Annual Meeting of the American Society of Group Psychotherapy and Psycno.
drama (ASGPP), April 6-9, 1978:
.1t

In the University . Lee D. Fuller, Ed.D., R.N.,
University of Indiana
In the High School Ruth Bowers, M.A., Troy High School, Ohio
and Betty Vrooman, M.Ed., C.A,S., Old Town
High School, Maine
In the Elementary School Doris Twitchell Allen, Ph.D., University
of Maine at prono
Mitchell L/Gelber, M.Ed., C.A..S. (replacing
Nancy Kays who had left to fulfill a job
'Comm itttilenti

Mary Myer Johnston, MEd.
Norma S. PaIIory, R.N.

Actual dramas taken from the classroom were reenacted for each level.
James' M. Sacks, Ph.D., Director of the New York Center for Psychodrama
Training, New /York, and Helen Boucek, M.A., Assistant in Psychodrama at the
University of Maine, were discussants. The audience followed with a lively dis .
cussion, asking that one whole day be given to the topic, PsychodranialirLthe_.
.

the
Schools, next year, and suggesting that perhaps a Division of Psychodrama in
Schools could be organized within IiSGPP. An initial mailing list was compiled'
there at this session. This experience was professionally maturing for the assist.
'ants: it opened their eyes to the broad signifitance of .their work on this project.
But what this project has meant to the assistants-cannot be wholly under .
stood withoyt some words of the lOiversity assistants themselves.

Mitchell Gelber: "I had not had the opportunity to work with elementary
school childrqn before this experience. I was somewhat hesitant to begin and
How&er,
tool< a very passive role during my first few meetings in the classroom.
identify
situation
which
might
be
these first sessions gave me opportunity to
translated into psychodramas. Soon the children began to Waw me. into their
group, and I became one of them. th is was very rewarding f. r me because I felt
free to be as spontaneous as the situation allowed. The chittiren were very recep
tive to the action and mobility of the psychodramatic experience, and the teachers were very willing to have the opportunity for me to come into the classroom.
he meetings at the teacher workshops on Wednesday afternoons provided
of the other
a different reward. This included the sharing of ideas and events
teachers and assistants who were participating in the project. The teachers pre.
sented school situations which were important to them and I gained invaluable
knowledge into the dynamics apd workings of the classroom."

/IN
Mary Johnston: "in order to make this project in the schools a success I
found that I incorporated into my own life one of the guiding principles of psy
chodrama - to see with the eyes of another. The need to go beyond a mere Wm
pathetic understanding of the problems of teachers and students was clear from
the.ginning: I had, literally, tc put myself III their shoes, see With their eyes.

And, little by little, this principle has crept into my behavior toward others,
both those in my personal sphere and those with whom I have .only fleeting/
acquaintance. The claim which .hai been made by Doris Allen, that 'psychodrama is a way of life,' has become very real to me as a result of this personal
.
experience in the school project."
Norma Mallory: "I felt so firmly committed to the principle of developing
.affective measurjs in the school system, that it sustained my faith when I wrestled with my inadequacies.
My group of third graders gave me some wonderful treasures: insights into
their capacities for responsibility when encouraged to take it, their boundless
sources of creativity ard imagination in problem solving, the need they have for
adults to accept and listen to thorn, and the richness and honesty of their interaction."
Results

For the Childre
I recently sat in a schopl hallway while waiting to giv e. a demonstration of
psychodrama to the teachers, and as I observed the faces of the children ready
to return home. I questioned: "What is education? Is a person educated who does
npt know ho!:v to establish an inner peace?"
The school dramas hae reported show that boys and girls, even in kinder.
.garten, can learn that taking turns, like sharing toys, is one way to be friends.
The 6hildren ean experience how much it hurts to be ridiculed by classmates,

how very much it hurts; in fact, so much that they will be likely to think twice
before laughing again at a person who falls down or otherwise meets with an
accident. An'd they can learn from personal experience, from an exercise, how
Jnpleasant it is if an individual does not look at the person who is speaking.
As a child 5aid after a psychodrama session: "It must be hard for the teacher
when we don't pay attention when she is tal'klrig to us!"
In the project we worked with dramas in three grades for eight weeks. I
cannot help but ask how many more learnings could take place during thirtysix weeks of psychodrama, even if a psychodrama person visited only once a
week!

The first drama contained herein -is teported by Mary Johnston who
worked with the sixth grade, the second by Nor m6 Mallory with the third
grade, and the third by Mitchell Gelber with the kindergartel.
Mary Jvhnston with the sixth grade:
have snout approximately eight weeks with a sixth grade class of boys
I
and gels. Following a few initial observations in the classroom I had three ses.
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sions with the children, meeting once a week. Thc tcher was able to allow
twentyfive minutes for each session. At the beginning I hid some difficulty
gaining the interest of all members of the class. I began to realize that I must
present exercises that would involve everyone. The following is an example of
this. The resulting group cohesiveness paved the way for future dramas. I g:ie

credit to Ruth Bowers, Guidance Counselor in the Troy, Ohio High School,
for this particular exercise. She, who received psychodrama training at the
University of Maine, uses it with most favorable results in hernuidance program
in her school.
Director

O.K. everyone, the first thing to do today is to get into pairs.
Why riot iust turn your chcirs to face the person next to you?

Class

iSorne muttering and halfhearted protest but they did as

I

suggected.)

Director

That's fine. Now one person in each pair is an A and the other
is a B. You decide which is which.

Class

(Some haggling over this and I tell them it nAaskes no difference
and I explain the res.t.)

Director

A's will pretend that B's are new in the class and will talk to
them for one minute explaining where all the important places
are in the school - lunch room, playground, etc. B's will pay
no attention to A's, will look everywhere in the room except
at A's, no eye contact at all. O.K., go!

(Then I asked A's to tell how it felt.)
Class

(Ccmrnents about how "lousy" it was, how tilere wasn't any
point in talking, how they felt "stupid.")

Director

Now A's will talk to B's and B's will pay full atterv.ion, eye
contact the whole time, quietly listening. Tell B's about the
class trip to the University, what you saw there. Go!
(Then I asked how it was for them this time.)

Class

(Most said it was much better, it felt good to have someone
listen.)

The whole thing was repeated with B's doing the talking and the responses were
much the same both tor the non.hstening and the hstentng.

Director

This experience might make you think of ober, *similar exper
iences. Anyone lilse to say something about that? What does
( remind you of?

Pair

I know of' someone who never listens. It's the principal. Whenever I get sent to his office he won't listen to what I try o
explain to him he just looks the other way. It sure bugs me.
People ought to listen!

1

(Loy)

Pair 2
(girl)

was thinking about how it was when we were trying to do
psychodrama and lots of kids were joking around. That was
I

cs

hard.

Pair 3

It made me think of what it must be like for the teacher.

(girl)
Director

How do you mean?

(girl)

Well, you know, when she's trying to teach us stuff and we
don't pay attention. It mast be awful.

This was the first time to my knowledge that anyone had shown'insight into,the
problems of the teacher or had Ueen aware, in general, of the responsibility involved in listening. At my subsequent meetings with this class, the children cert.
ainly listened more intently to me.

Norma Mallory with the third grade.
Today in the third.grade the teacher led the class in the warm-up phase.
She asked the children to recall the exercises they had just done in gym anditio
them in a follow-the-leader fashion. She 'started them off bOemonstrating two
or three and the children were particularly raponsive.to her, giiiing her more eye
contact than usual and greatly enjoying the shared laughter and esprit de corps.
Then we sat in our circle and I asked for hands of the persons who had not yet

done their own drama and would like to do one. Three children raised their
.hands and We started with Jennie, the first one to offer.

Jennie, nine, said that she had had "an awful bad time once irt the play.
ground with Brad,'" aged eleven. "He put his hands around my neck and really
choked me and I could rich breathe or anything." I asked her to describe the
setting of the drama and then to show us what happened.
Jennie

O.K. A bunch of us girls were standing over here by the school
fence. Natalie, Betty, Dora and Patricia come over here 'cause
you guys were therek remember? (They come up, giggle, and
poke each other.)
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Director

Now, whom do you want to illay Brad?

Jennie

There's nobody in here mean enough, but Hale is a good pre
tender.

Hale

(Bounces up.) Where do you want me?

Jennie .

O.K. You come into the school yard over there, walk by us, and

9.

1.

slip in the mud and fall right .into it. (Class laughs uproar;
iously.)
,

,

Hale

Os

...- .-.._.,..-.,____.

,

.

Hi Jennie, Hillataliel Opoh - Oh, no!, (Faalls in puddle.)

,

----(Laugli.hYitirically., Slidift and Makefim of him.) Ha, -Ha; top,ic---..
at Brad! He fell in the puddle!!

1

Jennie

You're so dumb, Brad it serves you right! (To Director: Now
Brad comes and chokes me and,gets me all dirty.end it hurts1)

Director

O.K., Brad, pretend to choke Jennie.

Hale

You brat . I'll get you! (Pretends to choke her and pushes her

.

around.)

Director

Let's stop right here. Jennie, how are you feeling?

Jennie

I'm scared 'cause

Director

O.K. We all saw whayhappened, right Jennie? (Jennie nods)
Now let's go back and do it again, and this time let's have tile

feel like I can't breathe and he is really
hurting me. Why should he hurt me? I didn't do anything!
I

whole class laugh when the Qirls do.
Hale as Brad

Hi Natalie, Hi Jennie! Oooh.Nol (Falls in puddle. Girls laugh
at him and class joins in.)

.
{

Director

Brad, tell us how Vou are fee!ing.

Hale as Brad

I

Double 1

And I had on my new sneakers and they're probably ruined!

Double 2

I feel pretty dumb, tripping and falling flat in front of all those

feel awful! I'm ail wet and muddy and my clean pants are
dirty!

girls!
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Director,

Now let's do it again, only this time IV like Jennie to be Brad
and bid to be Jennie.

Jennie as Brad

Hi Nna lie, Hi Jenniel Oooh-Nol (Falls in puildle e eryone
laughs.)

Brad as Jennie

(With reminder from director.) You're so dumb, Brad! It
serves you right!

Director.

Let's all laugh again! Brad, how are you !eelint,?

Jennie as Brad

(Sheepisttly) I'm embarrassed, and - I don't know.

Director
-

(Doubling for Brad) And when they all laughed and laughed
-.and Jennie called me:dumb, I just got so mad and hurt inside
that I wanted to (Gestures to Brad to pretend to choke
Jennie.)
4.

This seemed 'like the natural conclusion to the drama as Jenhie's expregsion verified that she now understood exactly why Brad had attacked her.

Director

Jennie, shall we stop here? (Jennie nods.)

Natalie

I Ant to be Brad before we quit!

Director

All right, Natalie. Do you.want to start from the beginning?

Natalie as Brad- Yes. Hi, Natalie! (Everyone laughs.) Hi, Jennie! Ooops - Oh
No! (Laughter and fun-poking.)
Jennie

(Looking uncomfortable ) .You're so dumb, Brad. It serves
you right!

Natalie as grad

Go ahee-i and laugh if you want, but 11., wouldn't think it
vs so funny if it was you! (Gets'up, brushes self off, and
%balks away.)

Director

So, Natalie showed us aLay, to handle being laughed at. How
does that make you feel, Jennie?

Jennie

Well,

I

hadn't,. thought of it like that before, and if

I

had I

wouldn't haid-feiaghed so mitch.

Director

Unfortunately, our time is running out, so let's all sit down
and see if anybody else has been in a situation like this befote.

John

When I was two I fell in a puddle and got all muddy, but it
was funl

icia

I got all dressed up in brand new clothes for church and tell
down and got dirt all over my dress. My brother and sister
laughed at me, but I cried, and my mother was mad!

Roland

That time that I did,my drama about my sneakers was like this
and it was Brad, the same kid, who did itl Remember, he took
my new sneakers away from me and everybody laughed and I

told him I'd get the teacher if he didn't give them back. But,
in my drama, I told him just how I felt about my sneakers that they were new and I was scared they'd get hurt antell
that and he gave them backr
Director. -

So, Wien .we_tell people hot/ we are _really-feeling inside it
helps them understand us, and then maybe we don't laugh at
each other, or fight with each other so.much, huh? (Lots of
nods and smiles.)

Mitchell L. Gelber with the kindergarten.
The watm-up 'today consisted of a circle .with all children joining hands,
circling to the right, then to the left, and into the middle and back again. Finally, seated on the floor in a circle, we begin the drama.
.

Lars

What are we going to do today?

Timmy

Let's play a game.

Class

Yeah, ail right!

Mrs. Walters
( reacher)

Ron has been angry with the other children. Want to tell us
about it, Ron?

Ron

(Shakes head and moves back a bit.)

Director

Perhaps you can tell us about it, Mrs. Walters?

Mrs. Walters

Ron doesn't like anyone to use the truck while he. is playing
with it and he gets angry when someone asks him.

Director

Do you suppose we can see what takes place? Ron, would you
like to show us?
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Ron

(Shakes head.)

Director

O.K., who wants te make believe they are Ron and show us
what happened? (All hands go up except Ron's.) Let's see
Timmy, how about you? Now, who would liRe to make believe they are coming to use the truck Ron is playing with?
Phyllis, you may. (The two children move into the center of
the circle and the Director reminds them of the roles and the
scene. Timmy gets the make believe truck and begins to play
with it as Phyllis comes up behind him.)

Jane

I want to usg your truck.

o Timmy as Ron

No, it's my truck. I'm using it.

Phyllis

I want itl (Grabs for it.) Give it to me!

Timmy as Ron

NO! (Ron watches intently.)

Director

Let's stop here. Phyllis, heove you feeling?

Phyllis

I'm angry with Ron. (Director suggests she tell him.) I'm angry
with milt

Dir ector

Ron (Timmy), why don't you tell Phyllis how you're feeling?

Timmy as Ron

You're bothe ing me. I'm angry too.

Director

O.K.-Now, how about giving some others a turn? (Everyone,
including Ron, raises a hand. I chose not to call on Ron as
I felt he was beginning to warm up but was not, at a peak

4%10"

action level.)

tOv

Director

Lars, why don't you play the part of Ron, and Norman, you
try to use the truck.

Norman

I want to tge your truck.

Lars as Ron

No, I'm playing with it.

Norman

Can we use it together? We'll share it.

Lars as Ron

I don't want to. I'm using it. (Director again asks how each is
feeling.)

'9
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Director

Now, *let's go through this again. (All raise a hand.) Ron, do
you want. to use the truck? (He eagerly jumps right onto the
imaginarY truck.) Mary, why don't you try to use the truck?

Mary

Hi, Ron, can I use your truck?

Ron

No, (Fairly softly.)

Mary

You make me angry, Ron. (Ron shiugs.) Can I play with it
for a while and give it back to you? I promise.

Ron

Herel You car. play with it! (Smile broadly.)

Dirqctor

How do you feel about that, Ron? (He continues to smile.)
Mary?

Mary

I felt good)

Director

O.K., let's everybody stand up and hold hands and swing them

.back and forth very gently. So, what did we learn today?
Timmy

That we ean share.

Phyllis

We can take turns)

R on

We don't have to fight.

Discussion: Key Principles
Whence the success? - I believe the foregoing psychodramas do give evidence that this pre-pilot project was a success.--Certain principles, attitudes, and
shifting goals are here recorded, !est we forget.
1. The project was sponsored by alreaciLestablished and recognized educational agencies the Teacher Corps of Old Town, Maine and the University of
Maine at Orono. My Psychodrama in the Schools proposal could immediately
fall into a niche as one part of an on-going umbrella program. We in psychodrama were relatively free from administration and could focus primarily on the
core of our vision, which was the "process of nurturing social learning through
psychodrama."

2.

The basic administrative steps came from Mside the school system. We

in psychodrama did not have to ask for introduction of the project into the
schools. The representatives, Betty Vrooman and Bruce Hautala who presented
the administrators and teachers with the possibility of incorporating the project
into the classrooms, were already an integral parrrif the school system.
20
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3. All participation by the teachers was voluntary and arrangements were
made for the teachers to apply for credit for the psychodrama work, as part'of
the requirements for re-certification, if they wished to do so.

4. All teachemworkshops were qa whether a person had attended previously or not. This allowed for the "spret..i of the word." We realized that psychodrama was new to the group and that it would be accepted only gradually.
Such openpess niade the operation of the group more complex but the disacl

vantages seemed less than the advantages.
5. The tepcKers who attended the workshops were free to accept or not
accept a University assistant to observe in the classroom for identifying situations which would lend themselves to the use of psychodrama. That is, attending
workshops was no auto atic comwItment.to adopting a University assistant.'
chers might hke to get better acquainted with psychoWe realized that so
drama first. At every step teachers were invited to participate but not pressured.

Teachers participated in developing their own inservice training program. At the end of the two demonstration ,sessions, they were faced with the
possibility of having a series of workshops during which period the University
assistants would observe in the classrooms to identify situations where psychodrama might be used. The assistants would discuss these situations in the workshops and even try out dramas urt the basis of them. The group present at the
second demonstration decided to hold three workshops before Christmas. And
'at the end 'of the third.morkshop, they decided to hold three more after the
Christmas holiday, and at that time they said that they would like the University assistants to come tto their classrooms and present actual dramas with their
children. The spring workshops were extended into a fourth session, and the
assistants were invited to continue their weekly visits until May, even without
the backup of workshops.
6.

.

7. Alt workshops were scheduled conveniently after school at 3 p.m. and
were terminated promptly at the end of one and a half hours.

8.

The sessions were held at a school more ser*1/19.

than that

where the demonstrations had been held.
9. These workshops were held in a classroom with movable desks rather
than in a spacious gym. We wanted to demonstrate that it was possible to hold'
psychodramas in normal classroom settings.

10. Bruce always served coffee and cookies before the sessions. This was
important physically and socially. The University assistants did very well in using
this time to get better acquainted with the teachers.
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11. Bruce, who as already stated, was a member of the School personnel,
functioned as Chairman of any introductory or closing business.
12. The University assistants and I accepted without question whatever
commitment the School system and teachers wished .to give. We acknowledged
tb ourselves that this was a pre-pilbt study and therefore a learning period for
-ourselves as well as for the schools. We emptied ourselves of any grand expectations; we pared down our goals to realities to avoid feelings of frustration. We
did ,not look upon the attendance of four to seven at the workshops (plus Bruce
and the four of us in psychodrama) as discouragingly low but opened our eyes to
the continuous change of relatiorships in the classrooms visited by the assistants.
The change included teachers asVell as children.
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13. The University assistants learned from dbing--supplemented by seminars and special action sessions of their own without the teachers. When they
were asked to give psythodrarnas in 'the classroom beginning in-January, they
---7----Yett -unready and asked-me- if-4 -would come to their schools and-give the first, ...
psychodrama for each. I said that I could do that but that we better talk it s'
over 'later. When the assistants met at one of their four-hour sessions, I suggested that they might prefer in the long run to work out those dramas by themselves in their own way, not expecting too much of themselves at first, and remember that they could re-enact the situations and get feedback in our seminars
and in the advanced University class in psyrnodrama in which they were enrolled. They accepted this challenge and in tne end felt grateful for the opportunity to discover their own strengths.
_

.

The University assistants tiaq opportunity to ventilate emotions
resolve conflicts and gain new insights. We met for an hour after every teaaher14.

workshop to assess what had happened and to plan for the next workshop. The
assistants also shared some of their experiences with the advanced psychodrama
class of which they were members, a two and a half hour session. In addition,
from time to time they met for four-hour periods at my home. Here they could
work on personal and relationship problems as well as problems of techniques.
The team greW more and more supportive of one another, and united in goals,
attitudes and methods of approach in working with the school system.
Conclusions

An overview of this pre pilot project of Psychodiama in the Schools, close
on the heels of the last phase, yields the following concitAions:
1. Social learning in terms of improving relationships to others and .,relalions to self can be given a significant boost in a scho system through the use
of Psychodrama in the clasrooms.
_

.
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2. Such programs can bring teachers and children into a functional wholeness, into a 'new cooperative relationship in which the whole group is united on
agreedupon goals. Individuals can learn to modify their own goals to harmonize
with goals of the group; and the group can learn to accommodaie group goals 'to
individual needs

3. Teachers and children can gairra desire to help one another, for ex-,
ample, learning to read bettP7. nr in learning to be on time, Remarks such is,
"I'm scared to read aloud bti.u,e I make mistakes and you all laugh at me,"
and "I don't like to arrive at school early because I don't feel'l have any friends"
can be worked out in drama and lead to a new kind of understanding and caring
for one another.

4. Teachers and children can gain new awareness of the personal goals of

one ailother, and of the difficulties encountered in reaching them. Both can learn
to speakmore -honestly and openly about their feelings and theit -needs,
,

.

.

Through spontaneity training in the psychodrama, teachers and students can learn to become moi e expressive in a constructiva7u,'which can lead
, to creativity.
5.

(

6. Both teachers and children can acquire the habit of lookina at the point
of view of others. In this sense they become more flexible and open, less tight
and arbitrary and self-centered. The "role-reversal," taking the part of the other
person in the drama, is one meaiis to this end.

Other specific social !earnings could 6entioned. But these will suffice to
show something of the practical, immediate, yetbasic and long-range possibilities of Psychodrama-in the Schools. trhe influence of a fullblown project in all
-grades could eventually spread out and make positive impact on the affective
''' climate of the entire-school, thus proViding a significant contribution to societal
needs.

tg
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4.

The Author: Doris Twitchell Allen, Professor Emerita of Psychology of the
University of Cincinnati, and Lecturer in Psychology at the University of Maine

at Orono, is known for her innovations in her field:814 introduced a third
dimension into projective testing with her TwitchelImpen Three-Dimensional
Personality Test in 1948. She brought 'psychological &vices to the Children's
Hospitat -and to the Chikfren's Convalescent Home in Cincinnati in 1936 where,
she continued for over eleven years. As chief psychologist at the Longview
fh..44?

State Hospital, 1944.1957, she set up regular psychodrama sessions for residents

(patients) at a time when group .therapy was rare in State Institutions. Doris
Allen was the first to o'ffer courses for credit in psychodrama on a university or
college campq,-: This was at the University of Maine summer session at Orono
in 1962. In 1964 at the University of Cincinnati she gave the first psy,thodrama
credit ciCrse to be offered on campus during the academicyear.
With strong convictions regarding the wastefulnefi of war, Doris Allen
reacted to,INOrkl 'War II with the ueation of Children's International Sur:rimer
4-,
Villages, conceived in 1946 and brought to reality with the first Village in 1951
with 55 eleven-year.old boys and girls from nine countries.- The radical idea-was
that society needed to start with preadolescent children to build an adult world
that would negotiate with emphasis on common goals as a substitute for armed
combat. Sixty-one countries have p rticipated in this program; thirty-One of
them have held Villages. By the end f 1978 the number of Villages will have
totaled 316.
In order to offer international perience to "every" child, in 1 971 Doris
Allen organized International School-to-School Experience in which a visiting
team from one country visits an elementary school in 'another country for one
month. The host school provides contacts with the total school group in a way
to promote friendships from kindergarten through six or eight grades. Thereafter
roles are reversed and the first host schJol sends a visiting team to the partner
school

For her contributions to scientific and social thought, Doris Allen received

recognition :rom the French Government through the award of Les Palmes
Académiques in 1961, and recognition from the Government of Guatemala
through the Orden Del Quetzal in 1976. In Strategies Against Violence(Westview
Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1978, page xl. Editor Israel Charity calls Doris Allen
"a pioneer in the translation of behavioial science theory into real life apph
cations for non violent change."
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"fil
"A meeting of two: eye to eye, face to

face.

And when you are near I will tear your eyes out
And place them instead of mine, (
And you will tear my eyes out
And place them instead of yours,
Then I will look at you with your eyes
,Any you will loOlc at me wfth mine,"

iner Begegnung", J L. Moreno, M D.,
Vienna, 1914, as quoted in PSYCHODRAMA VOL 1, J. L. Mor
eno, M.D , 1946, Beacon House Inc., Beacon, N.Y., Publisher.

1From "Einiadung iu
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